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Abstract- We consider the problem of intelligent and efficient 
resource management framework in mobile edge computing 
(MEC), which can reduce delay and energy consumption, 
featuring distributed optimization and efficient congestion 
avoidance  mechanism. In this paper, we present a Cooperative 
Learning framework for resource management in MEC from an 
Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) 
perspective, called CL-ADMM framework. First, in order to 
caching task efficiently in a group, a novel task popularity 
estimating scheme is proposed, which is based on semi-Markov 
process model, then a greedy task cooperative caching 
mechanism has been established, which can effectively reduce 
delay and energy consumption. Secondly, for addressing group 
congestion, a dynamic task migration scheme based on 
cooperative improved Q-learning is proposed, which can 
effectively reduce delay and alleviate congestion. Thirdly, for 
minimizing delay and energy consumption for resources 
allocation in a group, we formulate it as an optimization problem 
with a large number of variables, and then exploit a novel 
ADMM based scheme to address this problem, which can reduce 
the complexity of problem with a new set of auxiliary variables, 
guaranteeing its convergences. Numerical results demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the CL-ADMM and it can effectively reduce delay 
and energy consumption for MEC. 
Index Terms – mobile edge computing; resource management; 
ADMM; cooperative learning 
I. INTRODUCTION 
With the rapid development of the wireless technology and 
Internet, more and more mobile terminals (MT) have different 
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wireless access requirements for bandwidth and computing, 
which promotes mobile applications, such as online playing 
game, virtual reality, intelligent data processing and other new 
services continue to emerge [1-3]. However, these new mobile 
applications have high energy consumption and high latency, 
which pose a huge challenge for computing and battery 
capacity of the MT. Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) is a new 
promotion technology that supports cloud computing 
capabilities and edge service environments at the edge of 
cellular networks. The legacy base station (BS) is updated to a 
MEC-enabled base station (MEC-BS) by being equipped with 
a computing function (such as a MEC server), hence the 
MEC-BSs can implement MT capability enhancement, which 
can reduce MT application execution time and MT energy 
consumption. The development of these new applications and 
services is limited by the computing capability and battery of 
these MTs. If data consumption and computationally intensive 
tasks need to be offloaded to the cloud for execution, it can 
address the problem that MTs’ have a lack of computing 
capability. However, a relatively large delay will be induced 
when an MT connects to the cloud over a wireless network, 
which is not suitable for delay-sensitive tasks. 
MEC allows MT to perform computational offloading to 
offload its computational tasks to the MEC-BS that overwrites 
it. When the execution of the task at the MEC-BS is completed, 
the MEC-BS returns the result of the task to the MT. Due to 
limited computing resources, MEC-BS is unable to provide 
unlimited computational offload services for all tasks in the 
MT within coverage. Therefore, how to effectively manage 
MEC-BS resources (e.g., cache, energy and computational 
resource), maximizing system performance, is critical. On the 
other hand, if there are too many tasks to be uninstalled from 
the MT, the MEC-BS will still be overloaded. Hence, how to 
design an efficient resource management scheme, which can 
reduce delay and energy consumption, is a challenging issue.  
Distributed resource allocation and caching can benefit 
from being deployed at the edge of network, reducing delay 
and energy consumption. However, cooperation and 
distribution for performance optimization brings to light 
several challenges. How could we leverage congestion for task 
scheduling?  How can we guarantee hit ratio for a distributed 
caching mechanism with delay constraint? How could we 
guarantee convergence to a resource allocation scheme and 
performance optimality given task management problem?  
To answer these questions, we present a Cooperative 
Learning framework for resource management in MEC from 
an Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) 
perspective, called CL-ADMM framework. CL-ADMM can 
leverage congestion in resource allocation among different 
groups (form by macro base stations, MBS), featuring 
distributed optimization and efficient caching mechanism, to 
reach intelligent and efficient resource management in MEC. 
The contributions of this article are as follows: 
Design contributions. We present an intelligent resource 
management framework for MEC, and use cooperative 
learning to model cache and congestion with some constrains. 
Finding a distributed optimal solution for resource allocation 
based on ADMM with a new set of auxiliary variables, 
guaranteeing its convergences. 
Algorithmic contributions. For task caching efficiently in 
a group, a greedy task cooperative caching algorithm based on 
semi-Markov process. In order to address group congestion, a 
dynamic task migration algorithm based on cooperative 
improved Q-learning is proposed, which can effectively 
reduce the delay and alleviate the congestion. Thirdly, for 
minimizing delay and energy consumption for resources 
allocation in a group, we present a novel ADMM based task 
allocation algorithm and prove its optimal value and 
convergences from a hierarchical and multi-block perspective. 
Evaluation contributions. We evaluate both effectiveness 
and convergence properties of CL-ADMM from cache, group 
congestion, optimization in a group and their combination 
schemes in terms of delay, hit ratio and energy. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We 
review the related work in Section II. We introduce the system 
model. In Section III, we formulate the joint computation 
offloading and user association problem and propose an 
efficient computation offloading algorithm to solve this 
problem. We evaluate the performance of the proposed 
algorithm and provide illustrative results in Section IV and 
conclude the paper in Section V. 
II. RELATED WORK 
Task/service migration in MEC. Recent works [4-7] 
propose migration schemes for MEC. [4] presented an integer 
programming approach for virtualized services migration with 
time constrain and used an efficient iterative algorithm for the 
optimal problem, which jointly considers migration time and 
computation complexity. Wang et al. [5] proposed a dynamic 
service migration in MEC based on Markov decision process, 
considering the distance between the user and service 
locations. Chen et al. [6] focused on the edge cognitive 
computing framework, which includes a key part: service 
migration. The services are migrated based on the behavioral 
cognition of a mobile user, considering migration cost and 
QoE using Q-learning algorithm. Zhang et al. [7] exploited 
deep reinforcement learning for task migration for MEC 
without users’ mobility pattern in advance. Considering 
migration cost that characterizes the overhead incurred by 
migrating some workload from one edge cloud to another 
which includes the bandwidth cost on the network and the 
migration delay, Wang  et al. [8] designed an online algorithm 
based on the regularization technique, which decouples the 
original problem into a series of subproblems that are solvable 
in each independent time slot, only using the solution obtained 
for the previous time slot as input. While above solutions do 
not consider congestion phenomenon and load balance in task 
scheduling among groups.  
Distributed resource management. Another related set of 
schemes concerns the management of the shared resources [9-
13]. Chen et al. [9] developed an optimization framework for 
software defined ultra-dense networks, minimizing the delay 
and saving the energy, which includes two sub-optimization 
problems: task placement and resource allocation. Consider 
cooperation behaviors, Xu et al. [10] proposed an online 
algorithm for service caching and task offloading in MEC 
systems, which jointly considers service heterogeneity, system 
dynamics, spatial demand and distributed coordination. 
Similarly, for heterogeneous services, Tan et al. [11] 
formulated a virtual resource allocation problem, and proposed 
ADMM algorithm to solve it, with jointly considering user 
association, power control and resources allocation. Zhou et al. 
[12] formulated the virtual resource allocation strategy as a 
joint optimization problem and used ADMM to address it, 
considering virtualization, caching and computing. 
Considering edge nodes and mobile users with time-dependent 
requests, Zheng et al. [13] proposed a convergent and scalable 
Stackelberg game for edge caching, and used a Stackelberg 
game based ADMM to solve storage allocation game and user 
allocation game in a distributed manner. Wang et al. [14] 
presented a parallel optimization framework which leverages 
the vertical cooperation among devices, edge nodes and cloud 
servers, and the horizontal cooperation between edge nodes by 
ADMM method to address the resource allocation optimal 
problem. Zhou et al. [15] studied the energy-efficient 
workload offloading problem and propose a low-complexity 
distributed solution based on consensus alternating direction 
method of multipliers (ADMM) for vehicular networks edge 
computing service provisioning. In [16], Dai et al. proposed a 
novel two-tier computation offloading framework in 
heterogeneous networks, which formulated joint computation 
offloading and user association problem for multi-task MEC 
system to minimize overall energy consumption through 
computation resource allocation and transmission power 
allocation. Wang et al. [17] proposed a heterogeneous multi-
layer MEC framework, where data that cannot be timely 
processed at the edge are allowed to be offloaded to the upper 
layer MEC servers and the cloud center. Their goal is 
minimizing the system latency, i.e., the total computing and 
transmission time on all layers for the data generated by the 
edge devices, by jointly coordinating the task assignment, 
computing, and transmission resources in the framework. Li et 
al. [18] studied collaborative cache allocation and task 
scheduling in edge computing and modeled the task 
scheduling problem as a weighted bipartite graph, which can 
reduce latency. In [19], Alameddine et al. mathematically 
formulated the dynamic task offloading and scheduling as a 
mixed integer program and exploited a logic based bender 
decomposition approach to efficiently address the problem to 
optimality for low latency IoT service in MEC. For the ultra-
reliable low-latency requirements in mission-critical 
applications, Liu et al. [20] proposed a new system design, 
where probabilistic and statistical constraints are imposed on 
task queue lengths, by applying extreme value theory and 
marrying tools from Lyapunov optimization and matching 
theory for user-server association, and dynamic task 
offloading and resource allocation. Meng et al. [21] studied 
the online deadline-aware task dispatching and scheduling in 
edge computing, which jointly considers with bandwidth 
constraint using joint optimization of networking and 
computing resource to meet the deadlines and proposed an 
online algorithm Dedas, which greedily schedules newly 
arriving tasks and considers whether to replace some existing 
tasks in order to make the new deadlines satisfied. In [22], 
Kim et al. proposed dual-side control algorithms for cost-
delay tradeoff in MEC, including two optimization problems 
where the objective is to minimize costs subject to queue 
stability under two scenarios: a competition scenario and a 
cooperation scenario. 
Recently, some learning based resource management 
schemes have been proposed from a artificial intelligence 
perspective. Ouyang et al. [23] proposed a novel adaptive 
user-managed service placement mechanism, which uses a 
contextual multi-armed bandit and a Thompson-sampling 
based online learning algorithm. However, these solutions 
may not be suitable in a scenario where tasks are in congestion 
and task collaborative behavior with arbitrary and dynamic 
features. In this scenario, how to design resource management 
framework that provides distributed and cooperative learning 
module and guarantees QoS requirements is a challenging 
issue. In [24], Tan et al. formulated an optimization problem 
for the resource allocation of communication, caching and 
computing in vehicular networks, and proposed the deep 
reinforcement learning approach with the multi-timescale 
framework to solve this problem which exploits mobility-
aware reward estimation for the large timescale model. In [25], 
Sun et al. have studied dynamic task offloading problem in 
vehicular edge computing systems, and proposed an adaptive 
learning-based task offloading algorithm to minimize the 
average offloading delay, which enables each task vehicle to 
learn the delay performance of service vehicles in a distributed 
manner, without frequent exchange of state information, 
modifying the existing multi-armed bandit algorithms to be 
input-aware and occurrence-aware. Chien et al. [26] proposed 
a collaborative cache mechanism in multiple remote radio 
heads to multiple baseband units. They exploited Q-learning to 
design the cache mechanism and proposed an action selection 
strategy for the cache problem, finding the appropriate cache 
state through the reinforcement learning technology, which 
can reduce the traffic load of backhaul and transmission 
latency from the remote cloud. Different from their works, we 
jointly use cooperative learning to model cache and a 
distributed optimal solution for resource allocation based on 
ADMM, which is an intelligent resource management 
framework for large scale MEC system. 
III. CL-ADMM FRAMEWORK 
In this section, we will describe the proposed cooperative 
learning framework for resource management in MEC, CL-
ADMM framework, which includes three parts: greedy task 
cooperative caching based on semi-Markov process model, 
dynamic task migration based on cooperative Q-learning 
among groups, and task allocation based on ADMM in a 
group, as shown in Fig. 1. 
Task cooperative caching module: caching tasks in BSs 
can provide low delay and improve quality of experience 
(QoE). Once the task has been cached in BSs, the task does 
not need to be uploaded and shrinks the total transmission cost. 
The BSs can share cached task with each other by using 
communications between BSs. A mobile device generates a 
task in which the destination BS does not cache; the 
destination BS will request the task from the its nearest BS. It 
is preferable that more task demands can be satisfied within 
the cooperative task cache which is close to itself. Once the 
mobile device request can be responded directly by the BS, the 
transmission cost can be minimized. Hence, a greedy task 
cooperative caching mechanism is proposed in GL-ADMM. 
Fig. 1. CL-ADMM framework for MEC. 
Dynamic task migration module: when many tasks have 
not cached, these tasks were uploaded to the BSs that close to 
itself. It may make some groups be in a congensted state with 
high energy consumption and delay. To address it, dynamic 
task migration module based on cooperative improved Q-
learning is proposed, which can effectively reduce delay and 
alleviate congestion in a group.  
ADMM based task allocation module: for minimizing 
delay and energy consumption in resources allocation, we 
formulate it as an optimization problem with a large number of 
variables. To address this problem, we propose an ADMM 
based scheme, reducing the complexity of problem with a new 
set of auxiliary variables.  
1. System model  
The system is composed of many groups, and we denote the 
set of groups as 1 2{ ,  ,  ...,  }nG g g g , each group is made up of 
a bunch of base station (BS), denoted as 1 2{ ,  ,  ...,  }iBS b b b , 
where 1b  is macro cell base station, (MBS), and 2 ,  ...,  ib b are 
small cell base stations (SBSs). Each BS is equipped with an 
MEC server. Each task can be separated into several separable 
subtasks. In this paper, we consider resource management by 
group mechanism, in which a group consists of an MBS, 
multiple SBSs, and multiple tasks. We assume the 
computation resource of each MEC server deployed on SBS is 
less than that of MBS. Each MBS have an impact on the SBSs 
which are in the same group, such as collecting data. Thus, if a 
task is offloaded to the SBS, the SBS will send the message to 
the MBS, the MBS can consider the next steps according to 
current environment. These steps include how to mitigate the 
congestion, how to allocate the task among the SBSs which 
are in the same group. The MBS can also be able to 
communicate with other MBSs which are in the other groups, 
especially congestion occurs in a group, as shown in Fig.1. 
Therefore, the offloading in this scenario has three steps. 
Firstly, the SBS or the MBS consider whether the task has 
been cached in it. If the task has been cached, the task needn’t 
to be uploaded. The result will directly return to local terminal. 
Otherwise, the local terminal offloads its task to an MBS or a 
SBS which is relatively close to local terminal. The MBS will 
receive the message from itself or SBSs and it will determine 
whether this task would be processed in this group. In this step, 
we use the dynamic task migration based on cooperative Q-
leaning for addressing congestion. Lastly, the offloading 
partition should be further divided, and MBS will determine 
the remaining part of task to the MEC server on the MBS or 
on the SBSs which has relatively higher amount of 
computation resources.  
The set of tasks is 1 2{ ,  ,  ...,  }jH h h h . Each task jh can be 
expressed through a vector, max, ,j j j j jh u c r t,＝｛ ｝, where ju is 
data size of task, jc  is the amount of computing resource 
required for the task, jr is the data size of backhauls to the 
local terminal, and maxjt is the deadline of jh . Let
c
iM be the 
maximal value of bi’s computing resource and uiM be the 
maximal value of  bi’ s size.  
1.1 Computation model 
In CL-ADMM framework, we describe computation model 
from a delay perspective. The overall delay in MEC-BS bi can 
be expressed as: 
       , , ,, b h b hi j i j b hi ji jb h
queue execute downT T T T                       (1) 
where
 ,b hi j
queueT  is the queuing delay, 
 ,b hi j
executeT is the calculation time 
and 
 ,b hi j
downT  is the downing time.  
 ,b hi j
queueT can be defined as: 
       , ,, ,( ) ( )
11
_ _ (
+
)
jb h b hi j i jb h jb hi j i j
N h
j
queue wait up wait execute execute
j
S h
jj
u
T T T T
v h
           (2) 
where ( )jN h is the number of tasks waiting to be executed in 
the MEC-BS bi,  jhS is the number of tasks ahead of the 
currently task that need to be uploaded to the group, 
 ,
_
b hi j
wait upT  is 
the sum of the cumulative upload time, and
 ,
_
b hi j
wait executeT is the 
execution completion time of the previous task. 
The calculation time in MEC-BS bi 
 ,b hk j
executeT can be expressed 
as: 
 ,
( )
b hi j
j
j
execute h
c
T
f
                                    (3) 
where ( )jhf  is the maximum number of task that MEC-BS bi 
can handle. 
The time required for task downloading 
 ,b hi j
downT can be 
expressed as: 
 ,
( )
b hi j j
down
j
r
T
v h
                                    (4) 
where ( )jv h is that the speed of transfer between the local 
terminal and bi. 
1.2 Energy consumption model 
In CL-ADMM framework, we exploit the following energy 
consumption model [27]: 
         ,, , , ( ) 3+ ( )
( )
+
b hi jb h b h b hi j i j i j
j j
upload compute U
h hj
execute
j
E E E P
u
e f T
v h
     (5) 
where UP is the transmit power, and 
 jhe is the computation 
energy efficiency coefficient of bi. 
1.3 Task priority setting 
There are many tasks at a MEC-BS, however, we hope that 
the time difference between local execution and MEC-BS 
execution to be as large as possible. On the other hand, the 
shorter transmission time the task has, the higher priority the 
task has. So we jointly consider these two factors in setting the 
priority for the jh , which can be expressed as: 
1(1 )_ (1 )( ) (1 / )( )j
j j j
j
local j
h
c c u
priortiy h
f v hf
            (6) 
where localf  is the process capability of local devices, 1 is a 
weight factor. 
Based on above models, we will describe CL-ADMM 
framework in detail, including three components: task 
cooperative caching module, dynamic task migration module 
and ADMM based task allocation module. 
2. Greedy task cooperative caching based on semi-Markov 
process 
    In CL-ADMM framework, there are large amount of tasks 
in MEC system. Hence, the state space of task is very large. 
There are two reasons why it might be considered beneficial to 
use the semi-Markov method for cooperative caching. Firstly, 
the transition probabilities between states have the Markov 
property, meaning that the probability of static popularity 
(retention rate) transiting from current state to the highest 
static popularity (highest retention rate) which is independent 
of previous state. Another reason is that it can reduce the 
complexity of predictions.  
In this part, we propose a cooperative caching task scheme 
based on semi-Markov process in MEC. As we know that it 
can predict the popularity of the task jh  according to the 
historical uploading data, which can help choose a task 
jh based on task static popularity ( , , )js h t t t   and task 
retention rate ( , 2 , )jc h t t t  , selecting the task jh with high 
static popularity and high retention rate for caching. 
 ,  ( , , )
( , , )
( , )
b
i
hi j
j
j i
b
uploading h t t t
s h t t t b BS
tol t t t
 
  

，  (7)    
 
 
,
,
( , , )
( , 2 , )   
( , 2 , )
b hi j
b hi j
i
j
j
j
uploading h t t t
c h t t t BS
uploading h t t t
b
t

   
  
， (8) 
where  , ( , , )b hi j juploading h t t t   is the number of uploading 
times for task jh  during time interval ( , )t t t   in  ib , 
( , )
ib
tol t t t   is the number of uploading times for the all the 
tasks during time interval ( , )t t t   in  ib , and 
 , ( , 2 , )b hi j juploading h t t t t    is the number of uploading 
times for task jh  during time interval ( 2 , )t t t t     in  ib . 
We assume that the task popularity varies among tasks 
following the Zipf popularity model with a parameter   . We 
classify the popularity ( , , )js h t t t  according to a certain 
threshold, and each class can describe as popularity of point 
(POP), then we can predict the arrival of the POP. So we can 
predict some POP for task jh , which can reduce the workload 
and some useless predictions. Similarly, we classify the 
retention rate for task jh according to a certain threshold. Thus, 
we can predict some retention of point (ROP) for task and then 
each class acts as ROP.  
Next, we use POP and ROP to describe the state of the task 
jh for semi-Markov process model. Let 1 2{ , ,..., }LL l l l  
denote the sets of POP, arranged in descending order, 1l  
denotes the highest static popularity. Ll  denotes the lowest 
static popularity. Let 1 2{ , ,..., }WW w w w  denote the set of 
ROP, arranged in descending order, 1w  denotes the highest 
retention rate and Ww  denotes the lowest retention rate.  
Accroding to semi-Markov process model, we have 
1 1 0 0
1 1
( , , ) ( , | ,..., ; ,..., )
                    ( , | )
j j j j j j j j
j j j j
n n n n n
h h h h h h h h
n n n n
h h h h
Z p q t P S q t t t S S t t
P S q t t t S p
 
 
     
     
(9) 
where ( , , )
jh
Z p q t is the task jh  will transit from state p to 
state q before time unit t .  
Hence, the probability ( , )
jh
U p t  that task will leave the 
state p at or before time unit t can be expressed as: 
 1
1,
( , ) | ( , , )
j j j j j
L
n n n
h h h h h
q q p
U p t p t t t S p Z p q t
 
        (10) 
The probability that task will not leave the initial state p 
before time unit t , (the task has no transition before time 
t  ) can be expressed as: 
 1 | 1 ( , )j j j jn n nh h h hP t t t S p U p t                  (11)  
We assume that the first transition happens at time x in state 
r. Then the probability can be expressed as: 
0
1 1
( | ) ( ( , , )) ( , , )
j j j j
L t
t
h h h h
r x
P S q S p v p r x Q r q t x


 
       (12) 
where ( , , )
jh
v p q t is that the first transition happens at time x 
in state r. 
( , , )                             for 1
( , , )
( , , ) ( , , 1)   for 1
j
j
j j
h
h
h h
Z p q t t
v p q t
Z p q t Z p q t t
          
  (13) 
Hence, we have 
1 1
1, 1
( ( , , )) ( , , )                            
( , , )
1 ( , )+ ( ( , , )) ( , , )  
j j
j
j j j
L t
h h
r x
h L t
h h h
r r p x
v p r x Q r q t x p q
Q p q t
U p t v p r x Q r q t x p q

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
  
    
     


(14) 
where ( , , )
jh
Q p q t is the task has at least one transition 
between time 0 and t , and it has 
1,  
( , , 0)
0,  jh
p q
Q p q
p q
    
. 
We update the cache placement on the task jh every interval 
time t and use the following combined metric 
 , ,ij cur curp l w t  for task caching. 
  1 1, , ( , , ) ( , , ),   0j jij cur cur h cur h curp l w t Q l l t Q w w t t       (15) 
Suppose that a caching strategy is denoted by a binary 
matrix  ijCA ca  , which means that task jh cached in the 
local MEC server ib  when 1ijca  ,while 0ijca  otherwise. 
Considering the local user uploads the task to the MEC 
server ib , there exits three situations, which can be expressed 
through (16). 
1) If the task jh  had been cached in MEC server ib , the task 
does not need to be uploaded and the uploading time will be 0, 
the transfer time is  1ijd .  
2) If the task is not cached at any MEC servers, the transfer 
time is  3ijd .  
3) If the task had been cached in other MEC server in a 
collaborative way to support service and the task had not been 
cached in MEC server ib  (at least one MEC servers has cached 
task jh except for MEC server ib , we choose the MEC server 
that is the closest ib  to transfer). These MEC servers can share 
caching task with each other, the transfer time is  2ijd . 
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where 
j
transfer
in
h
t
v
                                    (17) 
where inv is the transfer speed between ib  and nb  that is the 
closest to the ib  and has task jh cached. 
Let 1 2{ , ,..., }BSS s s s  denote the cache space 
of 1 2 | |{ , ,..., }BSBS b b b . Based on the aforementioned 
description, we can formulate a caching model based on 
content popularity. With objective of minimizing the average 
total transmission time in the proposed architecture, it can be 
expressed by equation (18), where ing  is that the distance 
between  nb  and  ib  
For obtaining the optimal value, we exploit a heuristic 
algorithm for task caching: greedy task cooperative caching 
based on semi-Markov process model. Let ijG  denote the 
benefit of task jh  has been cached in  ib . We can calculate the 
delay saving for task jh to choose caching considering a 
cooperative caching strategy in MEC servers. Hence, 
according to the situation of Equation (16), we have Equation 
(19) and the task caching algorithm, as shown in Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm 1 Greedy task cooperative caching based on semi-Markov process 
Input: ing , 1 2, ,..., BSs s s , ijp  
Output: matrix CA 
1: 0CA  , jB BS , 1 20, 0,..., 0BSr r r    
2: for 1:i BS  do 
3:    for 1:j H  do 
4:       calculate ijG  according the equation (19) 
5:       if max ijG G  then 
6:          max ijG G  
7:       end if 
8:     end for 
9:  end for 
10:  If max 0G  then 
11: caching task jh to  ib , update 1 0 , \ { }ij ij i i i j j i ijca G r r u B B b CA ca     ， ， ，   
12: else  
13:     break 
14: end if 
15: If  i ir s , then  
16:    go to step 2 
17:  else  
18:      break 
19:  end if 
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where jB  is the set of MEC servers in which task jh is not 
cached. The first item in first equation indicates the profit that 
all the MEC servers in which task jh is not cached. The 
second item is that the task jh will transfer from MEC 
server  ib  to other MEC servers, when the task jh  has been 
cached in MEC server  ib . The first item in second equation 
represents the profit that the transmission from mb  to nb , 
which has cached task jh  and is closest to mb . The second 
item in second equation indicates the profit that the MEC 
server  ib  is added to the set of MEC servers in which task 
jh is cached.  
3. Dynamic task migration based on cooperative improved 
Q-leaning 
In task caching module, we filter some tasks that are not 
satisfied given QoS requirements. However, when many tasks 
were uploaded to the MBSs that are closer to it, some groups 
may be in congestion state. In CL-ADMM framework, it uses 
a cooperative improved Q-learning based task migration 
scheme to solve it, in which modified the feedback scheme 
and then can effectively reduces delay and balance the 
resources consumption. Each group can determine its next 
action according to current environment in order to avoid 
congestion. The goal of the proposed algorithm is to balance 
the groups of computation capability and space capability, and 
alleviate the congestion in a group. When a group is 
congestion, the MBS will take an action under this 
environment. When the group is not congestion and the other 
one is congestion, the MBS will choose to transmit or process 
this task according to current environment.  
In our scheme, some actions are usually composed by 
detecting, transmitting and processing, which are specifically 
defined as follows and they are setting in Table 1. 
Detecting:  When the tasks enter into the area that can be 
detected by the MBS or SBS, these tasks will send to the 
transmitting queue. 
Transmitting: If the group is congestion, the group 
controller MBS will send the tasks to other group. And then it 
transmits them to the next group. The other group will 
consider process or transmit the tasks according to the 
environment. 
Processing: The task can be processed in this group. 
The feedback defines average reward as a relatively action 
which had been adopted by the group. Each MBS will obtain 
the positive feedback when process the tasks successfully, 
otherwise it will obtain the negative feedback. The value of 
Processing is setting as follows: 
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Table 1. Action and feedback for cooperative improved Q-learning 
 Action type    Negative feedback       Positive feedback  
                   Detect.        det- ectr                            detectr  
                       Transmit.      no                                 transmitr  
                       Process.    1 2/process processr r              processr  
 
We define the state of group as  det s, ,state ect proces transmitS S S S , det ectS is that the MBS or SBSs 
are probing the tasks in the sensitive area within the coverage 
radius. processS  is that the task has been processed by the MBS 
or SBS. transmitS  is that the tasks has been transmitted by the 
MBS or SBS. If the group is not in congestion, it receives a 
positive feedback; otherwise, it receives negative feedback, by 
modifying traditional cooperative Q-learning model. 
In the cooperative improved Q-learning model, each group 
can accept the messages from the other group so as to make 
the best action under this situation. Hence, the Q-value 
function is defined as follows: 
1 1 1 1
1 1
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where igt states S  represents the state as time t, i
g
ta represents 
the current selected action; 1 1( )i i
g g
t tr s  is the feedback, which is 
received at time t+1 after taking action igta . 1( )n i
g g
t tV s   is the 
state value function of the other group ng  at time t, and   is a 
discounted factor.  
Each group learns from the other groups with the purpose of 
finding the optimal policy on all states, which is conducive to 
itself and its neighboring groups. The value function is defined 
as follows: 
 ' '( ) ( , ) ( ) , , ( )i i i i i n i
n
g g g n g g g g
g G
V s R s a f g P s s a V s

   (21)  
where ( , )
ig
R s a  is the reward, and  ', ,i ig gP s s a  is the 
probability that the group ng  takes action a , making it enter 
into the next state '
ig
s  from previous state
ig
s .  
The optimal policy can be expressed as: 
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The exploration policy greedy  can be defined 
1 ,   arg  max ( , )
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 where | ( ) |A s is the number of s’s action.  
An G -dimensional vector 1 2( , ..., )GNum num num num  
is used to denote the number of tasks in each group, where 
inum is the number of tasks in the i
th group currently. 
( )iP num  is the proportion of the tasks of the i
th group in the 
total number of tasks . 
1
( ) ii G
i
i
num
P num
num



                                 (24) 
In order to solve the congestion problem, it is necessary to 
balance the number of task in each group during the process of 
task migration. In addition, we should determine that whether 
the action is chosen in the right way. Hence, we exploit 
current entropy of the groups to address the problem, which 
can be expressed: 
         
1
( ) log ( )
G
cur i i
i
F P num P num

                      (25) 
Hence, the dynamic task migration algorithm can be listed 
as Algorithm 2. 
 
Algorithm 2 Dynamic task migration based on cooperative Q-learning 
1:  Initialize Q(s, a), maxF ,  , t (the time slot), T (the maximal time slot) 
2:  At time t, group ig determines its current state igts  
3:  determine the exploration probability t  according to (23) 
4::  while t T  do 
5:  Generate a random number ( (0,1))    
6:  Select the optimal action pa  according to (22) 
 7:  Generate a random action ra   
 8:  if t  then  
9:     =
ig p
ta a  
10:  else  
11:   =
ig r
ta a  
12:  end if 
13:  calculate curF  according to (25) 
14:  if max curF F  then 
15:    max curF F  
16:  end if 
17: end while 
18: update reward table according to (20) 
 
  
4. ADMM for resource allocation in a group 
In this section, we will describe ADMM based resource 
optimization in a group, which jointly considers delay and 
energy in optimization. 
First, the queuing time in equation (2) should be updated 
according to the following equation: 
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where nix is denotes the probability that  the task nh  select the 
base station ib in a group, and it has 
| |
1
1
BS
ni
i
x

 . 
There are two main reasons involved why the original 
ADMM can’t be simply applied to solve our problems. Firstly, 
due to the fact that problem in the original ADMM are usually 
decomposable, but in our problem all the variables are tightly 
coupled. Secondly, the original ADMM has high complexity 
and low scalability. To tackle these challenges, we introduce 
CL-ADMM framework with a novel ADMM scheme. It has 
H BS  variables in our optimization problem, where | |BS  
is the number of BS, | |H  is the number of the tasks. Thus, the 
computational complexity significantly increases as the 
number of tasks and BSs. To solve the large-scale 
optimization problem, we propose a scalable and practical 
distributed method, by ADMM with blending the advantage of 
the auxiliary variable, and use the ADMM with Gaussian back 
substitution in order to improve the convergence of the multi-
block ADMM.  
Hence, we formulate the cost-minimizing problem by 
equation (27), in which variables are connected to above 
equations and are capacity constraint. To improve this 
situation, we formulate the optimization problem by 
introducing a new set of auxiliary variable ijy , which meets 
the following constraints in equation (28). 
Clearly, the new formulation is now separable over the two 
sets of variables x and y. The augmented Lagrangian 
associated is defined as (29), where ij is the Lagrangian 
multiplier and  is the penalty parameter.  
With augmented Lagrangian, we can conclude that: 
min ( , , )
. .  Equation (28-1) (28-2) (28-3) (28-4) (28-5) (28-6) (28-8)
L x y
s t
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， ， ， ， ， ，
  (30) 
Since the objective is a linear function and will be strictly 
convex. The iterative scheme of ADMM into iterations of ,x y  
can be expressed as: 
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According to Equation (31), we can conclude that: 
min  ( , , )
. .  Equation (28-1) (28-2) (28-3) (28-5)
k kL x y
s t
 
， ， ，
    (32) 
Next, we use the ADMM with Gaussian back substitution to 
improve the convergence of the proposed scheme. The 
following sub-problem needs to be independently solved by 
(33). 
At the (k+1)th iteration, the optimal solution to the sub-
problem in above equation can be expressed as equation (34). 
The Karush-kuhn-Tucker (KKT) can be expressed by 
equation (35), where 0, 0, 0ij ij     and 0 i   are 
Lagrangian multiplies. 
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These problems are all convex problems, which can be 
solved by using a primal-dual approach. The sub-problems can 
be solved by (36). Moreover, once 1kx   is obtained, the 
problem 1ky   can be solved in a similar way, which can be 
solved by (37). 
The Lagrangian of (37) and the KKT can be expressed by 
(38) and (39). 
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where 0, 0,ij ij   and 0i   are Lagrangian multiplies. 
Similar to (36), we have equation (40). Next, we will 
describe ADMM with Gaussian back substitution correcting 
the output [28]. We first define some vectors in equation (41) 
and matrix 2 2
1( ,..., , )T T mBS BSO diag A A A A I  
 . We denote 
another matrix M in the equation (42). 
The proposed Gaussian back substitution correction step 
can be expressed in (43). 
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where 2 3= ... 1BSA A A   . 
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where the matrix -1 TO M  is upper-triangular block matrix and 
2 is a corrector.  
Similarly, we define following vectors in equation (44) and 
have (45). Hence, we can obtain Theorem 1. 
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Theorem 1 The proposed ADMM algorithm is convergence 
from a hierarchical perspective. 
Proof: Please refer to Appendix A. 
Hence, the task allocation for MEC can be described as 
Algorithm 3, which is based on modified ADMM with 
Gaussian back substitution. 
Algorithm 3  Task allocation for MEC based on ADMM in a group  
Input: 
  
The space size of MEC server  ,  u ui i uM M M   
The amount of computing resource in per MEC server:  , c ci i cM M M  ,     
Parameter setting:  2 0,1 ,   
  The rounds of iterations:   
Output: ijx  
1:  Initialize 
~ ~ ~ ~
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0, , , , , , , ,j j j jx x y y z z v v   
 2:  while k   do 
 3:    for 1,2,....,j H  do 
 4:        for 1,2,...,i BS  do 
5:          calculate 
~
ijx ,    1 1k kij ij   ， according to the given the variable 
k
ijy  and 
k
ij  , and  (36) 
  6:      end for 
7:    calculate  1k  , 1kjv   according to (36) 
8:    Gaussian back substitution correction for x according to (43), and 
~
1
1 1
k k
j jx x
    
  9:    end for 
  10:  calculate  1ki  according to (36) 
  11:   for 1,2,....,j H  do 
  12:       for 1,2,...,i BS  do 
  13:         calculate 
~
ijy ,    1 1k kij ij   ， according to the given variable
~
1k
ijx
 , 
k
ij  and (40) 
  14:         end for 
15:    calculate 1kjz
  according to (40) 
16:    Gaussian back substitution correction for y according to (45), and 
              
~
1
1 1
k k
j jy y
    
  17:    end for 
18:     calculate  1ki  according to (40) 
19:  update  according to (31) 
20:  k     
21:  end while 
 
  
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
In this part, we evaluate the performance of CL-ADMM 
framework. The parameters setting are shown in Table 2. The 
formula for utility calculation can be expressed as: 
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Table 2.  Simulation parameters setting. 
Parameter Value 
The transmit power of user 0.1w 
Input data size     
Delay threshold 
Computational capability 
The path loss exponent   
The bandwidth 
Computation workload 
Computation efficiency coefficient   
The power of noise     
The transmit power of BS                
BS  coverage area 
Max  group 
1 2,   
u
iM                                                         
  
T 
5 kbits-10kbits  
15-30s 
10-100GHz CPU cycles/s 
4 
20MHz 
18000 CPU cycles/bit 
10-26 
 -172dBm/Hz 
40 
200m*200m 
3 
0.5 
 
100M 
0.1 
1000 
As shown in Fig. 2, the number of the task is 5000. The 
number of BS is 50. Our solution is better than the schemes 
without cooperative caching in terms of hit ratio. The 
proposed scheme can more effectively detect the cache state in 
caching task and uses a cooperative learning based scheme for 
caching task. 
In Fig.3, the number of the task is 600. The number of BS is 
50. The number of task types is 10. The task cooperative 
caching module will filter some tasks that are not satisfied 
given QoS requirements. Hence, we study the impact of the 
no-caching task on utility. As expected, we observe that the 
utility increases with increasing the number of the no-caching 
tasks for the following schemes: cooperative caching, 
cooperative caching + migration and cooperative caching + 
migration + ADMM. However, the combination of the 
proposed scheme (cooperative caching + migration + ADMM) 
obtains a better performance. The reason is that the 
combination scheme jointly considers task cooperative 
caching, congestion avoidance and task optimization 
scheduling from a learning perspective, which is more 
effective to allocate resource.  
In Fig.4, we present the convergence of the ADMM based-
algorithm (the parameter is 2) with different number of tasks. 
The number of task types is 10. The number of BS is 3. The 
utility will increase with increasing the number of tasks and 
then enter a stable status within the first 30 iterations. 
The Fig.5 shows the increase trend in hit ratio in 
cooperative caching between 10% of buffer size and 80% of 
buffer size. The number of tasks is 50000, the type of tasks is 
50, and the number of BS is 10. The buffer size is 50*10kbits. 
The hit ratio increases dramatically from 0.200502 to 
0.930233. By contrast, the hit ratio in random caching 
fluctuates with an overall slightly upward trend. The reason is 
that the hit ratio has a rise trend along with increase of buffer 
size. 
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Fig. 2 The number of task types vs. hit ratio. 
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Fig. 3. The number of no-caching tasks vs. utility. 
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Fig. 4. Convergence progresses of ADMM-based algorithm. 
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Fig. 5. Percentage of buffer size vs. hit ratio.                     
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Fig. 6. Time vs. hit ratio. 
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Fig. 7. Computation ability vs. utility. 
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Fig. 8. Time vs. the number of times. 
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Fig. 9. Time vs. entropy value. 
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Fig. 10. Time vs. entropy value. 
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Fig. 11. The number of task types vs. utility. 
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Fig. 12. The number of task types vs. utility. 
The Fig.6 shows how the hit ration changed in cooperative 
caching and random caching respectively. The number of 
tasks is 5000, the type of tasks is 50, and the number of BS is 
10. The hit ratio in cooperative caching is significantly more 
than that in random caching. 
The Fig.7 represents the utility shows a downward trend 
with the computation ability increases from 0 GHz to 10 GHz. 
The utility shows a constant trend from 10 GHz to 60GHz.  
With increasing performance of computation ability and the 
utility will decrease gradually, but when the computation 
ability is more than 10GHz, the utility will remain stable. It is 
because that the number of tasks is limited and the higher 
performance of computation ability is not useful. 
The Fig.8 shows the number of times in detecting, 
transmitting and processing respectively. The number of tasks 
is 5000, the type of tasks is 50, the number of BS is 10, and 
the number of groups is 5. When the group is in congestion, 
the transmitting action will be taken and transmit the tasks to 
the neighboring group, which is not in congestion and has the 
highest feedback. In each group, the proportion of transmitting 
is higher, which indicates that each group has the ability to 
perform task scheduling dynamically. With increase number 
of detecting tasks, the number of processing tasks will increase, 
and the number of transmitting tasks will also increase 
gradually. 
The Fig.9 shows how the value of entropy changed with 
task migration and without task migration respectively. The 
number of tasks is 5000, the type of tasks is 50, and the 
number of BS is 10. The entropy value with task migration is 
slightly more than that without task migration. The reason is 
that each group has the ability to perform the task scheduling 
dynamically according to current environment.  
In Fig.10, the number of tasks is 200, the type of tasks is 3, 
the number of BS is 3, and the computational capacity is 
5GHz cycle/s. The rate of convergence in step 0.6 is slower 
than that in step 0.8. The step in 0.6 and 0.8 eventually 
converge in similar value. We can conclude that if the 
objective function is linear, we can get the optimal value. We 
verify the convergence of CL-ADMM algorithm in different 
step value.  
The Fig.11 shows the increase trend in the utility in the 
different number of BS. The computational capacity is 5GHz 
cycle/s, and the step size is 1.The more the BS are, the lower 
the utility is.  
The Fig.12 shows how the hit ratio changed in cooperative 
caching and random caching respectively. The number of 
tasks is 50000, the type of tasks is 50, and the number of BS is 
10. The hit ratio in cooperative caching is significantly more 
than that in random caching. The hit ratio has a rise trend 
when the Zipf parameter changed between 0.2 and 2. It is 
because that with the increasing value of Zipf parameter, the 
type of tasks will be focused. It is means that the hit ratio will 
increase. 
V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we present CL-ADMM framework for MEC 
resource management, which can leverage congestion in 
resource allocation among different groups, featuring 
distributed optimization and efficient caching mechanism, to 
reach intelligent and efficient resource management in MEC. 
It includes three parts: cooperative task caching based on 
semi-Markov process model, which aims at caching task 
efficiently; dynamic task migration based on cooperative 
improved Q-learning, which aims at effectively reducing delay 
and alleviating congestion; task allocation based on modified 
ADMM with Gaussian back substitution, which aims at 
minimizing delay and energy consumption for resources 
allocation in a group. The numerical results show that the 
proposed CL-ADMM framework can effectively reduce delay 
and energy consumption in MEC system. 
 
APPENDIX A 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Proof: The function ( , , , , )x      is strictly concave, so 
there exists an optimal solution. Suppose that 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~
( , , , , )x     is 
an equilibrium point of the primal-dual algorithm for problem. 
Consider the candidate Lyapunov function (46) and suppose 
that 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~
( , , , , )=0Q x     , whenever 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~
( , , , , ) ( , , , , )x x        , 
hence, we have (47). 
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Thus, we have ( , , , , ) 0Q x      and (48). 
According the KKT conditions, we can get 
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Thus, we have (49) and  
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Similarly, suppose that 
~ ~ ~ ~
( , , , )y    is the optimal solution. 
The Lyapunov function is (50), and we suppose 
that
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( , , , )=0Q y    , whenever
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( , , , ) ( , , , )y y      , hence, 
we have (51). 
Thus, we have ( , , , ) 0Q y      and (52). 
According the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions, we have 
~
~
~
0, 0
0, 0
0, 0
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ij ij ij ij
ii i i
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                          (53) 
Thus, we have (54) and (55). 
1
~
1~
( ( , , , ))
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( ( , , , ))
+ - - 0
k k k k
ij ij ij i jk
k k k k
ij ij ij i j
d L x y z
y u
dy
d L x y z
y u
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
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      (54) 
~
~ ~
~ ~
( , , , ) ( - )
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
 



 
 
  
 
                       (55) 
Thus, we can conclude that the proposed algorithm is 
following by the theory of Lyapunov, according to [28], and 
let { }kxV and { }
k
yV be the sequences generated by the proposed 
ADMM with Gaussian back substitution. 
1 TG MO M                                 (56) 
Thus, we can obtain 
~
0 *
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~
0 *
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And thus we get  
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1
~
1
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，
              (58) 
According to the Variational Inequality, we have: 
 
 
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1
1~
1
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
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 
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